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I think one of the most rewarding 
things about PIA is watching your-
self deal with setbacks and move past 
them. I often think back and laugh at 
the things that fazed me at the begin-
ning of the year. I was incredibly ner-
vous to land in Bangkok for the first 
time. —I distinctly remember thinking, 
I am in Thailand. What. The. Hell. Am. 
I. Doing. Here. Now I zoom across the 
Friendship Bridge no problem to go get 
oxyclean to bleach the sweat stains out 
of my shirts. I freaked out the first time 
I saw a trash fire get out of control—
yesterday I just helped this dude dump 
a big blue bottle of water on it and went 
on my merry way. 

What is the strangest place I’ve found 
myself this year? Maybe being stuck 
behind a monk funeral, maybe try-
ing to dance at weddings, maybe 
weed-whacking with my 80 year old 
landlord in the bog behind our house, 
maybe seeing monks come up on Tin-
der. Who knows, the point is that I can’t 
think of any truly strange situations be-
cause anything I thought was strange 
before is normal now, in the best pos-
sible way.

Susannah Shipton 
Vientiane College 

Vientiane, Laos

To be perfectly honest with you, I don’t 
love teaching English. Lord knows that 

I abhor grading something fierce. Chalk 
dust is not my anti-drug, the classroom 
is not my sanctuary, and ‘teacher’ is not 
my chosen moniker. You can be sure 
that when 5 A.M. rolls around and I’m 
prying myself off the pillow, it’s defi-
nitely not Real Listening and Speaking 
I with answers by Miles Craven that’s 
motivating me (no offense, Miles). Yet 
every day, I find myself pushing myself 
to do more in class, to be more engag-
ing, to think of new and creative activ-
ities, to give my students the very best 
that I can… Why? Because they are 
110% worth it to me. Because our class 
is family. 

I am not a natural English teacher, but I 
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strive for greatness because my students 
mean the world to me and I don’t want 
to let them down. I am not excited for 
class every day because I love listening 
activities and crosswords, but because I 
am invested in my kids and every day is 
a chance for me to help them succeed. 
Plus, they are just fun to be with. And 
we all like food. We often bring each 
other different snacks, because three-
hour class periods are much improved 
by a snack. I feel most engaged in the 
classroom whenever they are having 
fun and learning at the same time, be-
cause I have long since realized that my 
students need a lot of stimulus to really 
enter the learning mode. 

PiA’s Vietnam program was started by Carrie Gordon in 1998 and is still going strong! Pictured above, 
the 2014-15 Vietnam Delta Crew: Ben, Veronica, Ramzi, Kate, and Audrey.

(continued) 
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My students have often told me that 
they are my kids and I am the mom. Be-
ing a 22-year-old college graduate who 
can barely take care of her cat, I usually 
screech and pretend to be mad at them 
for implying that I am old enough to be 
their mother. But hey, I get the senti-
ment, and maybe there’s some truth to 
it. Call me mom, yo.

Audrey Jenkins
Soc Trang Community College,

Soc Trang, Vietnam

Around January, big companies in 
Mongolia organize formal dress days 
and give out honors for best deel (tra-
ditional Mongolian garb). But because 
my company is small, and probably also 
because the leadership is Western, my 
company never organizes Mongolian 
dress days for Tsagaan Sar. I organized 
our company’s first this year! Sar Shinii 
Mend Khurgey, or Happy New Year!

Isabel Bonnyman 
IARUDI 

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

Did you know it’s not common in Japan 
to eat apples without peeling and slic-
ing them first? My coworkers looked 
at me like I was biting into an orange. 
They then proceeded to call me “wairu-
do” (wild). I think I’m gonna bring ap-
ples to work more often.

Pedro Teixera 
Yakage Town Hall 

Yakage, Japan

Above all, the most personally mean-
ingful thing has been going out to the 
real countryside (30 minute car ride, 
cross a river on a paddle boat, walk 
5k down a dirt road) to deliver winter 
clothes to poorer communities. I was 
with a student, so I could understand 
through her a lot of what people were 
saying. When we arrived, a beaming 
school principal ran across the yard 
and gave us all huge hugs. We talked to 
a boy who woke up at 5 every morning 
to run to school over a mountain that 
took us an hour and a quarter to hike 
over. When we asked him how long it 
took him, he said 45 minutes, if it was 
winter and he had to use a flashlight. 
He showed us his diplomas, one for 

each grade, pasted proudly on the out-
side of the family’s home. He told us he 
was the first to school every morning. 
He arrived before the teacher.

Forrest Watkins
Teachers College of Jishou University

Jishou, China

If there’s one thing the Japanese know 
how to do, it’s put on a ceremony. I have 
never seen anything taken so serious-
ly as this kindergarten graduation. I’m 
still a little bit disappointed that we 
weren’t invited to the after-party put 
on by the mothers, as I didn’t feel like 
I really got to say a proper goodbye to 
my kids and will miss them all terribly. 
It’s sort of sad that, because they are so 
young, they likely will not remember 
me as clearly as I remember them.  It 
won’t stop me from trying to find them 
all on Facebook in the year 2030.

Ali Ross
Eko-in Buddhist Temple

Chiba, Japan 

After 6 months, I feel like I have built a 
strong rapport with my colleagues. My 
boss’ terse emails correcting my edito-
rials have lately given way to one-sen-
tence missives of praise. I’ve also been 
taking Cantonese lessons, making my 
relationship with Shandi, our Hong 
Konger office manager, much more 
interesting. We spend the afternoons 

chatting about weekend plans, the Jap-
anese cartoon cat Doraemon (called 
“Ding-Dong” in canto), and her neph-
ews’ latest shenanigans. 

My time outside of work has also been 
rewarding. I’ve made it a goal to visit as 
many of Hong Kong’s various islands 
and neighborhoods as possible, leaving 
my weekends packed with day trips. 

I’ve especially 
enjoyed my vis-
its to outlying is-
lands like Po Toi 
and Tung Ping 
Chau, where the 
permanent pop-
ulation hovers 
around 30 peo-
ple. They feel like 
a far cry from 
Central or Tsim 
Sha Tsui, and 
yet they are still 
technically Hong 
Kong.

Cameron White 
Wall Street Jour-
nal Asia Edition 

Hong Kong

I’ve felt all sorts of irrational pressures: 
pressure to follow the commonly fol-
lowed paths, pressure from Wall Street 
to join the dark side. Then I taught En-
glish for my freshman summer in ru-
ral China. At first I was reluctant going 
into it and thought my resume and I 
would have been better off with some-
thing more “legit”. It turned out to be 
the spark for my gap year. That sum-
mer, I was working, being productive, 
but at the same time had a lot of time to 
myself to read, think, work out, and ex-
plore. I was surrounded by close friends 
and immersed in a completely foreign 
culture. This summer had nothing to 
do with furthering my career or devel-
oping my skills, and yet the concomi-
tant freedom and peace of mind let 
me at last think about my deeper self.   

Chris Shin 
Summer of Service 2014

VOICES FROM THE FIELD (continued)

Isabel Bonnyman (Mongolia ‘14) and her colleague compete for best deel.
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Dear Friends,

As the 2014-2015 fellowship year draws to a close, and our new class of 145 fellows prepares for their posts in 19 countries 
across Asia, our PiA community must take a moment to celebrate. In Asia, our current fellows have immersed themselves 
in communities and cultures across 19 countries, learned more lessons than we can count and nurtured and forged rela-
tionships that will stand the test of time and distance. Here in Princeton, our family is celebrating two special anniversaries, 
preparing to launch a strategic plan, bidding thanks and farewell to old team members, welcoming new ones, and  launching 
a major fundraising campaign. There is much to share, much to be thankful for, and much that can be summed up nicely 
with a few great proverbs. 

UPDATES FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR MAGGIE DILLON 

10 Years of the Carriebright Fellowship and 10 Years of 
Summer of Service 
If you want ten years of prosperity, grow trees. If you want 
one hundred years of prosperity, grow people. 
- Chinese Proverb

This year, we have the joy of marking the 10 year anniversa-
ries of the Carriebright Fellowship and Summer of Service. 
We hope you will enjoy reading the wonderful reflections 
from ten years of Carriebright fellows in this newsletter. 
Summer of Service is PiA’s flagship summer program, in 
which a group of 10 undergraduates plan, prepare and de-
liver six weeks of intensive, immersive English language in-
struction to over 100 students at Jishou Normal University. 
Over the past 10 years, the program has touched the lives of 
nearly 100 Princeton undergrads and 1000 of their Chinese 
counterparts. Not only did this decade of work in Jishou for-
ever alter our fellows’s and the lives of their students through 
this meaningful cross-cultural exchange, but PiA is proud to 
have helped a Chinese community grow their reputation as 
a center of excellence. I have to wonder how many years of 
prosperity our Carriebrighters and SoSers have sown over 
the past 10 years!

Announcing “150 for 150,” A 2-1 Matching Grant 
The will of the heart is to hug the mountain, but the arm is 
not long enough. 
-Indonesian Proverb

Last year, PiA launched its first ever crowd-funding cam-
paign, the “PiAy It Forward Relay Race.“ Together, we raised 
over $26,000 to support PiA programs, which was generously 
matched by the Tiger Baron Foundation. The campaign was 
such a smashing success that the Tiger Baron Foundation, 
along with a committed group of PiA Trustees have decided 
to up the ante. The generosity of the Tiger Baron Foundation 
and our dedicated Trustees will amplify your gift— your $50 
becomes $150, your $500 becomes $1500, your $5000 be-
comes $15,000—and the PiA community’s $50,000 becomes 
$150,000, to support the 150 fellows we’re sending to Asia 
this year. We are still working to meet our Annual Giving 
goals for the year, and with your help, and the help of the 
donors who will match your gift, we will be able to hug the 
mountain. You can make your donation online at crowdrise.
com/150for150 or simply send a check in the enclosed re-
mittance envelope. We are excited to see what the PiA com-
munity does with this challenge! 

Strategic Planning Update 
When the winds of change blow, some people build walls and 
some people build windmills. 
-Chinese Proverb

Last April, PiA embarked on a strategic planning process to 
provide the organization with a five-year roadmap to guide its 
work. Through a series of focus groups and over 75 one-on-
one interviews, a dedicated Committee of trustees and staff 
reviewed PiA’s mission and current operations, analyzed the 
current environments in which PiA is operating, an assessed 
the current and ongoing needs of our fellows and partners. 
These discussions served as the foundation for our ambitious 
and innovative plan, which leverages PiA’s unique strengths 
to meet the challenges and opportunities of our ever-chang-
ing environment. The plan is being finalized this month, and 
we look forward to sharing the fruits of our labors with the 
PiA community and hearing your feedback over the sum-
mer. Stay tuned for the launch of PiA: The Roadmap to 2020, 
and many thanks to everyone who has participated in the 
process, especially our dedicated Committee!

Personnel Updates 
One piece of wood will not make a fire. 
-Lao Proverb

PiA’s work is made possible by the dedication and hard work 
of a small, talented team of professionals whose passion for 
the mission of PiA knows no bounds. This year, our team bid 
farewell to two wonderful team members: Mariesa Lea, who 
served PiA for five years as Program Director, Deputy Direc-
tor, Interim Executive Director and Development Director, 
and Vikki Chernova, who served PiA for two and a half years 
as Program Director. We are grateful for their contributions 
to the organization and to our community and wish them all 
the best as they pursue their new professional and person-
al ventures and join the ranks of PiA staff alumni. They’re 
not off the hook yet! As we thank Mariesa and Vikki and 
say so long for now, we are thrilled and grateful to welcome 
two new Program Directors, Alexander Coulston and Emily 
Eckardt, who will help keep the PiA fire burning. You’ll have 
a chance to meet them at upcoming PiA events!

Thank you, as always, for your generosity and support, without which none of our  important work would be possible. 
With fondness and gratitude, I wish you happy reading,

Maggie Dillon, Executive Director
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Salam PiA!

At a young age, I always had a keen 
interest in understanding other peo-
ple and cultures. Growing up with al-
binism, I regularly felt and knew what 
it was like to be different and to be 
misunderstood solely based on how I 
looked. The misperceptions that peo-
ple have had toward me developed a 
craving to constantly understand the 
world and the people in it. Throughout 
my life, I strongly believe that the most 
effective way in getting over these gaps 
in communication and diminishing the 
misconceptions toward groups of peo-
ple is people themselves. People and 
friendships are the gateways to navi-
gating around the diversity of the world 
and the most effective way of bringing 
people together is through such oppor-
tunities and programs to create such 
bridges and cultural exchanges. This 
core value is what has stood with me 
and had drawn me to PiA as both a 
fellow and now as a new Program Di-
rector - the passion to act as a bridge 
between cultures. 

One aspect among many that PiA em-
phasizes while being on a fellowship 
is the mini-bridges one creates when 
being a part of a community. As a PiA 
fellow, it’s not only about the day job; 
it is the all-encompassing, full-time job 
to be a cultural ambassador 24/7. The 
special memories I have during my 
time in Southeast Asia are those kinds 
of interactions – eating ginger fried rice 
with Cambodian immigration officers 

on their lunch break or talking to a cab 
driver in Singapore and then randomly 
bumping into him and his family at a 
hawker center a month later or practic-
ing Malay while talking about the latest 
gossip with the cashier at the local 7-11. 

Working with people and creating di-
alogue and exchange is what I had fo-
cused on throughout my time in Sin-
gapore and something that has led to 
me to PiA HQ. As a fellow way back in 
2010, my day job was to get kids inter-
est in Spanish language and culture as 
well as contemporary global issues at 
Ngee Ann Polytechnic. After my PiA 
fellowship, I tried my hand at bridging 
relationships between governments, 
students, and business leaders between 
Singapore and the Middle East through 
the Middle East Institute at the Na-
tional University of Singapore. I got to 
know my adopted home from a differ-
ent lens, and then went on to contin-
ue in international education and was 
most recently a part of the Boarding 
Program at United World College of 
South East Asia. I got to celebrate a 
different cultural festival every month, 
regularly give life advice to teenagers 
while helping with college essays and 
economics homework and even got to 
know the tidbits of what was the new 
cool and trendy thing anywhere from 

Kosovo to Korea. 

After jumping up and down with joy 
from receiving one of the most pivotal 
calls in my recent life while in a mar-
ket in rural Cambodia from Ms. Mag-
gie Dillon, I was immediately ready 
to hop on a plane for my next adven-
ture… in PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY! 
I am excited to be trading in hokkien 
mee for hoagies, char kway teow for 
cheesesteaks and ice kachang for water 
ice. If it weren’t for PiA, I would never 
have had the opportunity nor had ever 
thought I would live in Singapore, a 
place that I fell in love with and became 
home for me for four years, where my 
enthusiasm for education, community 
and service blossomed. I will truly miss 
Singapore and all that the city-state has 
given me, but I can’t imagine myself 
doing anything else with my life and I 
am absolutely thrilled to be able to get 
a next generation of PiA Fellows out to 
Asia!

Thank you, terima kasih, xie xie and 
nandri, PiA and looking forward to 
seeing what amazing memories and fun 
2015-2016 will bring! 

Alex Coulston
Program Director

NEW PROGRAM DIRECTOR: Meet Alex Coulston! 

This year saw the departure of PiA 
legends Mariesa Lea and Victo-
ria Chernova. In their stead, PiA is 
proud to welcome two new Program 
Directors to join the Princeton in 
Asia staff. They are bringing years of 
diverse experience, as well as sharp 
wits and puns galore. Please  wel-
come them aboard!

Alex Coulston (Singapore ‘10) is happy to be still be working in a shoe-free environment.
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Hello PiA! 

How in the world did a non-PiA alum 
land herself on the PiA dream team? 
Well, let me take you down my seren-
dipitous path to this wonderful organi-
zation of ours.

My journey to PiA begins in Germany 
of all places. At fifteen, it was my first 
time leaving the country, living with a 
host family, and communicating in an-
other language. I built the confidence to 
make mistakes and rely on the kindness 
of strangers. Most importantly, I learned 
how exciting it is to find similarities 
across cultures and that differences can 
be just as compelling. Though in a very 
different continent, it was these lessons 
that informed and prepared me for all 
of my future experiences in Asia.

In college, my hankering for adventure 
and interest in women’s movements 
abroad led me to the University of Hy-
derabad in South India. It was my first 
time being immersed in a non-west-
ern country, and was hands down the 
experience that taught me the most 
about other ways of life, and of course, 
myself. In India, I learned how to nav-
igate with a smile through monsoon 
rickshaw rides and government hospi-
tals, and discovered how much we can 
learn when we take breaks in our busy 
lives to sit down with someone over a 

cup of chai. Ultimately, my experiences 
with Indian classmates, professors, and 
tutees taught me that personal relation-
ships are essential to move past cultural 
misconceptions. 

Following graduation, I found a way 
back to South Asia and somehow land-
ed myself in the number one tourist hot 
spot: Chittagong, Bangladesh! I served 
as a teaching fellow at the Asian Univer-
sity for Women, a liberal arts college that 
provides access to education to women 
from across Asia. My students came 
from places as diverse as Afghanistan 
and Bhutan and were the most grateful, 
hardworking, and ambitious women I 
have met. In true PiA vein, my favorite 
moments at AUW were witnessing the 
cross-cultural friendships built as stu-
dents abandoned previous notions of 
their classmates’ cultures. Bangladeshi 
and Pakistani students singing togeth-
er on Mother Language Day, Tamil and 
Sinhalese students presenting about Sri 
Lankan history together, Pakistani and 
Indian students watching the Cricket 
World Cup together - I could go on for-
ever. I was also lucky enough to get to 
know Bangladesh, a wildly overlooked 
country full of tons (no really, TONS) 
of resilient and kind people. 

Upon returning home I had this crazy 
idea to reach out to Ms. Maggie Dil-
lon to learn about PiA, an organization 
whose mission resonates so deeply with 
my experiences and that just happens 

NEW PROGRAM DIRECTOR: Meet Emily Eckardt!

  Emily’s Top 5 Accomplishments in Asia

1. Being an A+ houseguest in India and eating 12 dosas in one sitting.
2. Dancing for an entire neighborhood during Ganesha festival.
3. Tracking down my lost passport in a taxi in Vietnam.
4. Keeping up with the best scarf salesmen across the continent.
5. Learning cricket terminology from the Sri Lankan national team.

to be based only a few miles from 
where I grew up. And then over a cup 
of Small World coffee, I realized all my 
transformative experiences away from 
home might lead me right back home 
to Princeton. 

I couldn’t be happier to be a part of the 
PiA family! I am so impressed by your 
diversity of experiences, hobbies, and 
quirks and am beyond excited to meet 
as many of you as possible. I can’t wait 
to teach future PiAers how to fend off 
a monkey attack, how to ride a rick-
shaw with a broken knee, or just how 
not to break your knee over a bowl of 
spilled dahl. 

Thank you for welcoming me into 
your family. I am thrilled to be home!

Emily Eckardt
Program Director
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Clare Margason
LETS Program 2014

Clare was a PiA fellow in Laos where 
she taught English at Vientiane Col-
lege from July of 2012 – October of 
2013.

As the recipient of the 2014-2015 
Carriebright, Clare will partner with 
the Sai Nyai Eco-School and the Lao 
Rugby Federation to start the Lead-
ership and Empowerment Through 
Sport (LETS) project in the nine 
villages surrounding Sai Nyai. LETS 
will attempt to vitalize disempowered 
youth by providing opportunities to 
participate in recreational activities 
while promoting healthy lifestyle 
choices and personal development. 
The project’s key participants will be 
25 youth leaders who will attend edu-
cational trainings at Sai Nyai and lead 
sport and leisure activities in their 
villages.

FEATURE: 10 YEARS OF THE CARRIEBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP

From Charity Map’s launch to April 
2014, the team completed three fund-
raising campaigns for social organiza-
tions that: sent food and gifts to 250 
orphans in Binh Thuan province for 
Lunar New Year; taught dental hy-
giene and distributed toothbrushes 
and toothpaste to 300 children in Ho 
Chi Minh City; and distributed 40 
pairs of shoes to orphans in HCMC.

Oakley Strasser
Gardens for Schools 2012

Oakley was a PiA fellow in Hang-
zhou, China where she taught English 
at Zheijiang Institute of Technology 
for the 2011-2012 academic year.

As our 2012-2013 Carriebright fellow, 
Oakley worked with hill tribe com-
munities in rural northern Laos to 
construct vegetable gardens at local 
schools and create supplemental ed-
ucational curricula and community 
engagement activities. Based in Lu-
ang Prabang, she worked with local 
educational and environmental orga-
nizations with a permanent presence 

Bilesh Ladva
Charity Map 2013

Bilesh was a PiA fellow in Vietnam 
at Soc Trang Community College 
for the 2011-2012 academic year.   

Together with his team members, 
Bilesh continues to run and grow 
Charity Map – a crowd-funding plat-
form that facilitates donations to or-
phanages and other social organiza-
tions across Vietnam in order to help 
address the funding challenges that 
many of them face.  As the recipient 
of the 2013-2014 Carriebright, Bilesh 
grew the company based on the prin-
ciples of rigorous orphanage assess-
ment and reliable information for 
donors. He will continue to recruit 
and train more volunteers to conduct 
these assessments and garner dona-
tions from countries including, but 
not limited to, Vietnam, US and Sin-
gapore.

About the Carriebright Fellowship 

Princeton in Asia established the Car-
rie Gordon Fellowship as a tribute to 
Carrie Gordon, PiA’s late Executive 
Director from 1994-2003.  The Fellow-
ship provides up to $10,000 in funding 
to a Princeton in Asia fellow or recent 
alumus/a to work in Asia beyond the 
end of his/her fellowship.  Criteria for 
selection include the project’s impact, 
feasibility, and sustainability as well 
as the qualifications of the applicant.

This year, as we honor the 10th year 
anniversary of the Carrie Gordon fel-
lowship, they look back on these proj-
ects and their continued impact in 
communities throughout Asia. 

Students plant some tasty veggies for their school as part of Oakley Strasser’s Gardens for 
Schools Carriebright Fellowship.
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and relationship with villages in the 
area. Oakley’s project has enabled the 
planning, organization, execution 
and maintenance of gardens in three 
pilot schools as a means of addressing 
broader issues of nutrition and envi-
ronmental awareness. Her ultimate 
goal was to help construct the initial 
gardens and to give schools the tools, 
including a manual in Lao, to sustain 
and enlarge the gardens and to view 
them as extensions of the classroom. 

Oakley is glad to report that the plan-
ning and preparation with the local 
NGO partners has helped transition 
full responsibility and investment in 
this project to the schools and their 
communities. 

Lizzie Presser and Glenn Brown
Isaan Record 2011 

Glenn (‘09-’10) and Lizzie (‘10-’11) 
were both PiA fellows at Khon Kaen 
University in the Isaan region of 
Northeastern Thailand.

Through the platform of their online 
news journal, which was published 
in both English and Thai, Glenn and 
Lizzie aimed to thoroughly report on 
the successes and struggles of four 
under-covered Northeastern grass-
roots movements surrounding land 
rights, dams, mines, and agriculture, 
and educate Thai villagers and activ-
ists in the skills and tools associated 
with independent journalism. 

“Neither of us had any inkling that 
we would end up Carrie Gordon 
fellows. The English language news-
papers weren’t asking the questions 
that we wanted answered about Khon 
Kaen’s political divisions or develop-
ment boom, so we thought we’d give 
it a try. We had no former experience 

10 YEARS OF THE CARRIEBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP (continued)

as journalists, but lots of curiosity 
and few reservations about charging 
headlong into remote villages with a 
notepad and a translator. The Carrie 
Gordon Fellowship gave us an enor-
mous amount of freedom to explore 
and make The Isaan Record exactly 
what we wanted it to be -- a regionally 
recognized, bilingual news website.”

Glenn and Lizzie ran The Isaan Re-
cord from February 2011 until May 
2012 and, with additional funding 
from the Foreign Correspondents’ 
Club of Thailand, hired a replacement 
editor. David Streckfuss, a prominent 
independent scholar in Khon Kaen, 
currently runs the Isaan Record with 
a small team of writers. 

Wesley Hedden
Sarus Exchange 2010

Passionate about all things Cambo-
dian and Vietnamese – especially 
food, history, and rural life -- Wesley 
built a cultural exchange program 
that brings young people from both 
counties into cultural dialogue with 
each other. Wesley first 
came to Southeast Asia 
in 2006 as a PiA Teach-
ing Fellow at Can Tho 
University in Vietnam.  

With support from the 
Carriebright grant, Wes 
created the Sarus Ex-
change Program. The Sa-
rus Exchange Program 
is the first volunteer ex-
change program for uni-
versity students in Cam-
bodia and Vietnam. The 
mission of the program is 
to increase mutual under-
standing and friendship 
between young Cambodi-

ans and Vietnamese through group 
living, travel, and service learning. 
Every July, a group of twelve students 
from each country volunteer together 
for two weeks in a village in Kampong 
Chnang, Cambodia, followed by two 
weeks in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 
There are six monthly field trips be-
tween January and June to help the 
students learn about the other coun-
try and prepare them for the program

We’ve created a unique communi-
ty -- beautiful, authentic, and mar-
row-deep -- of the most talented 
young leaders from Cambodia and 
Vietnam. Participants’ lives have 
been transformed. Students who had 
never left their own country before 
the program are now studying, work-
ing, and backpacking abroad all over 
the world.

Annie Preis
Storytelling in Aceh 2009

Annie Preis was a 2007-2008 PiA 
fellow at Khon Kaen University in 
Thailand and a fellow at the Peace 

Students posing during their summer on Sarus, a program 
started by Wes Hedden during his Carriebright fellowship.
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For 2007-2008, Ann carried out an 
ambitious photography project in the 
village of Dadizui in southeastern Si-
chuan Province. Seeking to bear wit-
ness to the profound effects of urban-
ization and industrialization on those 
who are left behind, Waddell lived in 
this village, taking videos and large-
scale photographs, and compiling 
these visual narratives in a book. 

Dan White
Can Tho Youth Empowerment Pro-
gram 2005

While serving as a PiA fellow at 
Can Tho University, Dan launched 
the Can Tho Youth Empowerment 
Project, which works to cultivate 
meaningful exchanges between stu-
dents at Can Tho University and the 
broader community by engaging in 
charitable works. To this day, the 

PiA fellows at Can Tho Uni-
versity help run the CTYEP 
program and are active 
members in the orphanages 
around Can Tho.

“It is our belief that all chil-
dren deserve an opportuni-
ty to flourish, and it is our 
privilege to be able to offer 
services to help some chil-
dren in great need follow 
their dreams. By creating 

and sponsoring several work-
study positions, we have been able 
to develop a unique educational 
program which offers English les-
sons, computer instruction, and tu-
tor support. At the same time, we are 
providing students of Can Tho Uni-
versity with scholarships to support 
their own pursuit of education and 
valuable work-study experience that 
is relevant to their field of study.” 

“I am very happy to report that the 
malnutrition program is still ongoing 
in the conflict zones of Karen State in 
eastern Burma. I have largely stepped 
away from active management of the 
program, which is now overseen by 
local partners, though we continue to 
talk via email about various program 
protocols. Virtually all health ser-
vices continue to be provided by the 
exile ethnic health departments (and 
not the central government), such 
as the Karen Department of Health 
and Welfare, which runs the malnu-
trition program. These organizations 
perform heroic work, as health work-
ers put themselves in danger just by 
virtue of providing services, but con-
tinue to be limited by conflict and 
funding. Much work remains to be 
done; in 2013, nearly 17% of children 
under five in eastern Burma, were still 
acutely malnourished.”

Ann Waddell
Dadizui Photography Book 2007

Ann Waddell served as a PiA Fellow 
at the China Foreign Affairs Universi-
ty in Beijing,where she was an English 
teacher from 2005-2006.

Resource Center in Aceh, Indonesia 
in 2008-2009.

Annie conducted a storytelling proj-
ect based in Indonesia, serving the 
communities of Aceh Tengah and 
Aceh Besar, both of which were devas-
tated by the 2004 tsunami and heavily 
impacted by decades of civil conflict. 
Annie conducted workshops in sto-
rytelling, public speaking, and com-
munications skills for local Acehnese 
women leaders. She also captured the 
oral histories and poignant stories of 
Acehnese women — many of whom 
were speaking in public for the first 
time in their lives. 

Annie writes, “When I first came to 
Banda Aceh for my PiA post I was 
floored again and again by the passion 
and dedication of women leaders who 
wanted to make their voices heard as 
Aceh rebuilt itself after the devasta-
tion of the tsunami and civil war. The 
Carriebright was an incredible oppor-
tunity to stay in a community I cared 
deeply about, work with inspirational 
people I had met over the course of 
my original PiA post in Aceh, and 
leave with a sense that I had done 
some good. Of course, as much as I 
believe that I contributed something 
valuable to Acehnese communities 
by training women leaders to speak 
publicly about issues they care about 
with confidence, I know that I got ex-
ponentially more out of it myself.”

Brent Scharschmidt 
Malnutrition Program 2008

While serving as a PiA teacher in 
Chiang Mai, Thailand in 2005, Brent 
discovered that several of his students 
were from the various ethnic minority 
groups along the Thai-Burma border.

10 YEARS OF THE CARRIEBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP (continued)

Caodao, a photograph from Ann Waddell’s Carriebright 
Fellowship in Dadizui, China
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air. In fact, the Singapore Office Di-
rector is in charge of much more than 
just noodles and emails. I will be PiA’s 
first responder in emergency situa-
tions,  representing PiA to our Asian 
partners, and acting as the hub for a 
vibrant network of friends, alumni, 
and fellows.

I would never have dreamed that I 
would one day be taking over the 
helm of the Singapore office as Di-
rector of Asia Operations, and as the 
official greeter, host, and tour guide to 
all of our PiA friends visiting Singa-
pore. Fiona met with over 100 alumni 
passing through the Little Red Dot in 
the last year alone, and I am ready to 
continue in the same tradition. As an 
added bonus, I can help you order off 
the secret menu at hawker centers- it 
turns out that speaking some Manda-
rin does pay off! Please don’t hesitate 
to reach out to me at piasing@prince-
ton.edu, whether you’re in Singapore 
for a week or just a little layover. I am 
happy to take you out for lunch or to 
swap stories over Yunnan tea in the 
office. It will be fantastic to be closer 
to the source of PiA’s great stories and 
the fellows that mean so much to us 
all. 

Alex Jones 
Director of Asia Operations

a Year of the Sheep!

No matter your time zone, I can be 
reached at piaalum@princeton.edu, 
and look forward to keeping in touch 
with all of you. 

Fiona Miller 
Deputy Director

From incoming Director of Asia Oper-
ations Alex Jones:

Marina Bay Sands. The Merlion stat-
ue. Changi Airport’s Butterfly Sanctu-
ary and Meditation Room. The Princ-
eton in Asia office. When planning a 
trip to Singapore, there are some plac-
es you can skip, and some places that 
can’t be missed. Though you won’t 
find us in the Lonely Planet guides, 
I hope you know that PiA’s office at 
Ngee Ann Polytechnic is a must-see 
for all of our friends and alumni!

Our current Singapore office was es-
tablished when I first joined PiA as 
a fellow in Yunnan, China in 2010. 
Back then, my knowledge of the Little 
Red Dot was limited, but I pictured 
former Singapore Office Director 
Leslie Medema gazing out of an open 
window upon a sea of green palm 
trees, answering emails while wafts of 
curried noodles floated through the 

THE LATEST FROM THE LITTLE RED DOT

From outgoing Director of Asia Opera-
tions Fiona Miller:

With two new program directors on 
board this spring (see pages 4 and 5 
for introductions of Alex Coulston 
and Emily Eckardt), there are plenty 
of fresh faces around the PiA office – 
and that includes the Singapore office! 

After two incredible (and incredibly 
delicious) years in Singapore, I am 
trading kaya toast for cream cheese 
and have relocated back to the PiA 
home office in Princeton. While I’m 
very sad to be leaving the Little Red 
Dot, laksa, and all of the wonderful 
PiA fellows, alumni and friends in 
Asia I have connected with over the 
past two years, I am thrilled to be 
back with the team on Nassau Street 

– and even more thrilled to be play-
ing musical chairs with PiA staffer 
Alex Jones, who will be landing in 
the Lion City in June to assume the 
directorship of PiA’s Singapore office. 
After 2 years in rural China as a PiA 
fellow and 2.5 years in suburban New 
Jersey on the PiA staff, Alex could not 
be more excited to make his way back 
to Asia and take on this new role in 
Singapore. It’s going to be one heck of PiA’s Singapore fellows and alumni can’t sit still to welcome new Director of Asia Operations 

Alex Jones

Fiona and former intern Isa say farewell 
over barbequed stingray in East Coast Park, 

Singapore
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ALUMNI NOTES

Still Living the Dream in Asia

Unable to let Thailand go, Benjamin Pratt 
(Thailand ’12) is currently teaching a gov-
ernment high school in Phan, Chiang Rai – 
where, he reports, the main social activities 
are drinking with the market vendors and 
reading (he recently finished Harry Potter 
in Thai!). Ben has an exciting summer and 
fall on the horizon: he will be getting mar-
ried in July, and heading back to the US 
shortly thereafter to begin law school at the 
University of Wisconsin. Congratulations, 
Ben!

Ilse Pukinskis (Laos ’11) is still feeding 
her passion for agricultural production and 
food systems in developing countries as a 
communications consultant for CGIAR 
Research Program on Water, Land and 
Ecosystems. She’s currently based in Lom-
bok, Indonesia, but will be heading to Ann 
Arbor next year to begin business school at 
the University of Michigan. 

Erica Pohnan (Thailand ’08), on the other 
hand, won’t be giving up island life anytime 
soon: she is currently living on Indonesian 
Borneo, where she works for the nonprof-
it Alam Sehat Lestari, an environmental 
conservation and public health organiza-
tion that aims to keep forests standing and 
communities healthy. She will be kicking 
around Kalimantan until further notice.

Kyle Hemes (Laos ’11) and three friends 
have won a National Geographic Young 
Explorers Grant to travel by mountain bike 
from Kunming, China to Luang Prabang, 
Laos, through the heart of Zomia – an 

area on the borders of several Southeast 
Asian nations characterized by steep up-
land semi-tropical mountains and small, 
dispersed populations. Follow their adven-
tures at http://www.frictionofterrain.com/
blog.

After two months of backpacking around 
Southeast Asia last summer post-PiA fel-
lowship, Stuart Ahlum (Thailand ’13) 
traded sneakers for suits and moved to 
Shanghai to work as a business develop-
ment manager at Entertainment Direct 
Asia. He invites everyone to come visit!

Julia Bakutis (Vietnam ’09) has recently 
relocated to Myanmar, where she is work-
ing as the Country Sustainabilty Manager 
for H&M. Along with her partner Steve 
and her dog Lucy, Julia will be based in 
Yangon for the next two years and can’t 
wait to connect with the PiA crew in the 
region.

On the Job in the US of A

Christi Gambill (China ’05) is working as 
the Assistant Director at Areté Preparatory 
Academy, a small, philosophy-driven high 
school in Los Angeles. 

Up in NorCal, Daniel Kelley (Cambodia 
’13) is working as a software engineer at 
a startup called Wealthfront in Palo Alto. 
He promised us that he still eats a coconut 

everyday, but, sadly, they now 
come out of cans.

As the head of strategy at 
Ralph, a creative agency in 
Brooklyn, Leah Rubin-Cad-
rain (Thailand ’07) gets to 
work with clients like Netflix, 
HarperCollins, and AMC. As 
if that weren’t cool enough, 
Leah also gets to do “all the 
Brooklyn things” in her spare 
time: “I run in the park, buy 
old lockets at flea markets, 
and take Halloween seriously.” 

John Brandon (Thailand ’78) was recently 
named Senior Director of The Asia Foun-
dation’s International Relations/Regional 
Cooperation Programs in Washington, 
DC.

While she wonders whether to go to 
business school or just hightail it back to 
Central Asia, Ali Raymond (Kazakhstan 
’12) is holding down a day job as a proj-
ect manager at Gensler, the world’s largest 
design and architecture firm. Needless to 
say, she’s been encouraging them to open 
an office in Almaty.

Keeping it in the PiA Family

Congratulations to Dan Andrews (Viet-
nam ’10) and his partner Dinh Thi Be 
Diem, who welcomed Kyla Dinh An-
drews on August 16th, 2014! Kyla is al-
ready outlining her PiA application for 
the PiA Class of 2036 – and has the outfit 
to match.

In their bid for the title of “Best PiA Love 
Story,” Katherine Cahn (Singapore ’11) 
and Ian Fuller (Singapore ’11) got en-
gaged this past January. Ian popped the 
question right outside the Singaporean 
Embassy in Washington, DC – honoring 
the place where the couple met over three 
years ago as PiA fellows. Congrats to Ian 
and Katherine!

Congratulations to Dan Korn (Singapore 
’09 and Cambodia ’11) and Erika Mudie, 
who officially tied the knot in Australia in 
February. Their ceremony happened to be 
located around the corner from Erika’s fa-
vorite chocolatier in Melbourne – a total 
coincidence, they swear.

Kyle Hemes rides in style, and always keeps a spare chicken handy.

Kyla Dinh already looking too cool for school.
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teaching English in Israel. Elsewhere on 
the continent, Galit Goldstein (Laos ’13) 
will be spending next year in Krakow 
studying European politics on an Eras-
mus Mundus scholarship. 

On January 1, 2015, Neil Atkinson (Sin-
gapore ’13) officially kicked off SINGA-
PORTUGAL – an overland journey from 
Singapore to Portugal, where he will wrap 
up the odyssey in June. Six months, two 
continents, no planes. BOOM. You can 
follow Neil’s adventures on his blog at 
neilsonwheels.wordpress.com or on Ins-
tagram at @neilsonwheels.

I’m sure it will be awesome.”

In the meantime, James Yu (Thailand ’10) 
will complete his MFA in fiction writing at 
the Iowa Writers’ Workshop this summer. 
Also holding down the fort in the Midwest 
is Chester Kao (Thailand ’13), who began 
medical school at the University of Chicago 
this past fall. He is a bit nervous about mak-
ing the transition from teacher back to stu-
dent, but is excited for his next adventure.

In the Northeast, Luke Walker (Japan ’10) 
has just begun a Master’s program at Co-
lumbia University, where he is studying 
Japanese society and history. And before 
buckling down at Dartmouth’s Tuck School 
of Business last fall, Matt Shofnos (Singa-
pore ’10) went out on a high note with a 
3-month backpacking trip through South 
and Southeast Asia – which included a visit 
to the PiA staff in Singapore, getting scuba 
certified, and dancing in the sangeet party 
at an Indian wedding. 

PiA Around the World

After 4 years in Asia, Kasey Koopmans 
(Nepal ’11 and Myanmar ’12) has returned 
to the USA for a new adventure: hiking the 
Pacific Crest Trail! She kicked off the jour-
ney in Los Angeles and for the next few 
months will be wending her way to Canada. 
You can trek along with Kasey via her blog 
at kaseykoopmans.wordpress.com.

Danielle Alon (Thailand ’13) has traded 
rice for couscous and is spending the year 

Cool Enough for School

Nick Wilder (Thailand ’13) has moved to 
Los Angeles to pursue his Master’s degree 
in Urban and Regional Planning at UCLA’s 
Luskin School of Public Affairs. Though he’s 
kicking it in SoCal for now, Nick originally 
hails from the Bay Area – where his fam-
ily recently hosted PiA’s annual Bay Area 
alumni gathering in early May. Thanks, 
Wilders!

PiA alumni are doing great things in other 
parts of the Bay Area: Brent Scharschmidt 
(Thailand ’05) is in his second year of res-
idency at Kaiser Permanente in Oakland, 
and sees the light at the end of the tunnel 
of medical training. Elizabeth Kernion 
(Singapore ’09) is finishing up her first year 
as an MBA student at UCLA’s Anderson 
School of Management, and has recently 
relocated to the Bay Area. Meanwhile, Ted 
Karch (Hong Kong ’11) is currently study-
ing law at Stanford, but will be pursuing his 
interest in international trade law when he 
joins the trade policy group of a law firm 
in DC this summer. He’s looking forward 
to being back on the East Coast for a few 
months and hopefully catching up with 
some of the PiA crew in DC! 

Also in the DC area are Anastasia Mark 
(China ’11), who is pursuing her Master’s 
degree in Asian Studies at Georgetown, and 
Oakley Strasser (China ’11), who is cur-
rently living in Baltimore and will be start-
ing medical school this August. She’s not 
sure where that will be yet, but, as she wrote 
us: “Kinda like riding the bus in Hangzhou, 
I’ll end up somewhere at some point and 

ALUMNI NOTES (continued)

Katherine and Ian - She said “Yes, lah!”

Family Miller Vrachnos hitches a lorry ride 
on moving day in Singapore

Kasey shoulders her pack and turns her heels 
to the Mexican border on her first day hiking 

the PCT. Here goes!

You can take the girl out of Asia, but you 
can’t take the Asia out of the girl! PiA is 
excited to welcome an old friend back to 
town: Anastasia Vrachnos (Indonesia 
’91 and former Executive Director) has 
been appointed the new Vice Provost for 
International Affairs and Operations at 
Princeton University, where she will lead 
the development and administration of 
partnerships, policies and programs that 
advance the international scope of Princ-
eton’s research and teaching, and en-
hance the University’s global connections. 
After two and half years in Singapore, 
Anastasia is thrilled to be back in Princ-
eton and can’t wait to reconnect with the 
PiA crew. For the time being, she’ll be 
waving at the PiA office from across the 
street in her new digs at Nassau Hall.
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Your Bundle of Spinach: One more case for giving to Nepal
 (by Tory Grieves, IUCN, Nepal ‘14)
 
Having lived in Nepal for the past nine months, it is tragic to see this country experiencing so much devastation and pain. Nepalese 
people, among the poorest in the world, are generous and kind to a degree that is difficult to match. A few examples:

On a recent field visit to a village in Kavre district, a colleague, Samridhi, and I needed to take a “bio break.” We asked a villager, who 
showed us to her outhouse. At one point during the conversation, Samridhi remarked that the spinach the woman was growing near 
her mud home looked really nice; Samridhi simply meant it as a compliment. I emerged from the outhouse to see the woman – just 
one step above subsistence farmer – picking a huge bundle of spinach for Samridhi to take home. The woman wouldn’t accept any 
compensation; it was a gift.

Another time, a friend and I ran up a hill in a village near Kathmandu and stopped at the top to catch our breath. Within the five min-
utes that we stood panting, a woman passing by invited us to her home in the village as well as to her relative’s home in Kathmandu 
for chiya (tea). “Please visit both of our houses!” the woman exclaimed. 

Speaking of which, this generosity makes it rather difficult to stop by a Nepali home just for chiya or one serving of daal bhat (lentils 
and rice). Almost every time I visit a friend’s home, I have to just laugh along as my invitation for one relatively short visit is extended 
until, two meals later, I am being invited to stay the night – and for the next morning’s daal bhat as well!  

There are so many reasons to donate resources and supplies to Nepal right now: thousands are sleeping in the open with nothing 
over their heads. They need food and water. They are coping with unfathomable grief. But I would like to offer an additional reason 
to inspire giving on behalf of Nepal: to repay the incredible kindness and generosity that Nepalis – who, materially speaking, have so 
little – offer each other, and extend to foreigners, every day. 

So kindly take a moment to ask yourself: what is my bundle of spinach – in dollars? The people of Nepal could really use that right 
now. 


